


Solderland is the first gamified NFT staking project on Solana. 
V2 featuring Clan Wars is now out!





S T O R Y
The Bunnies come across to a different element as they continue to work in the mines 

peacefully. There are other creatures that seek this element too: Beavers!!  The 

Beavers realize that the Solderland is highly fertile so they decide to descend there 

and utilize its mines. Soon they start living in Solderland with the Bunnies. At 

first, the Bunnies welcome the Beavers and allow them to reside in Solderland. In 

return for this gesture, the Beavers help the Bunnies in construction and share their 

construction know-how with them. Soon after the White Bunny realized how developed 

the Beavers are, it begins to experiment with the element that the Bunnies found and 

gave to the Beavers. He notices that this element strengthens living things and uses 

his close friends as test subjects. Once he figures out that his close friends mutate 

into a different race, he initiates this transformation to build his own army. These 

mutant bunnies form a new race, namely the Warrisolz. Warrisolz will be much stronger 

on the battle field. As a result of the growing wars over the Solderland, the elite 

race Royalders will establish cities for themselves and conquer the cities of the 

Bunnies, Beavers and Warisolz. The city wars now have begun.  Which cities and clans 

will rule the planet Solderland?  Are you ready to take part in this adventure?



C O L L E C T I O N S  
A N D  T H E I R  R O L E  
I N  T H E  G A M E

This set can participate in all missions on the 

map. Only Bunnies can participate in exclusive 

mining missions that will be available on the map, 

as they are the only miners. In addition, they can 

participate in clan wars, missions in buildings 

constructed by Beavers, and protection missions 

developed by Warrisolz, but contribute less to 

these missions than Beavers and Warrisolz. 

Moreover, Bunnies will be assigned to trade 

missions once urbanization takes place.

BUNNIES



Solderland Beavers are the technologically 

superior race. Their advanced construction 

capabilities enable them to construct new 

buildings on the Solderland map. 

Constructions by Beavers bring passive SLDR 

income to their holders. To earn SLDR, 

holders must put at least one Beaver to the 

building. Earnings can be increased by 

assigning Bunny to the same building. These 

buildings are vulnerable to attack. 

Individual users can attack buildings other 

than their clan's and loot their SLDR 

reserves.

BEAVERS

COLLECTION RELEASE DATE
May 2022 – Price: Solana TBA

C O L L E C T I O N S  
A N D  T H E I R  R O L E  
I N  T H E  G A M E



By spending SLDR tokens, the Solderland Bunny collection can be 

transformed into Warrisolz which are stronger mutant warriors. 

Bunnies that mutate into Warrisolz generate higher SP power in 

the battles. This race will be able to construct security towers 

for the buildings and provide protection services to the owners. 

During the time they provide this service, those who attack the 

building will have to fight with the tower first.  Bunnies can be 

assigned to security towers built by Warrisolzs. Warrisolz is the 

only race that can be used in the border security of cities with 

urbanization in the later stages of the game.

WARRISOLZ

COLLECTION RELEASE DATE
June 2022 – Price: SLDR TBA

C O L L E C T I O N S  
A N D  T H E I R  R O L E  
I N  T H E  G A M E



Royalders collection will be 999 units and 

sold for SLDR. Once Royalders are available, 

urbanization over the Solderland Mines will 

be initiated. And if they can convince the 

owner of the land, they will be able to 

build their own cities. Battles between the 

cities will start when at least 2 cities are 

formed.

ROYALDERS

COLLECTION RELEASE DATE
August 2022 - Price: SLDR TBA

C O L L E C T I O N S  
A N D  T H E I R  R O L E  
I N  T H E  G A M E



Bunny collection released on MagicEden launchpad – 

Sold out in 5 minutes - 25.6K SOL Total Volume – 

15.4K NFT Sales – 3600 Holders

V1 and V2 of the Solderland Mines game have been 

released.

Clan Wars with a total prize of 30,000 dollars has 

started.

So far, a total amount of 600 Solana has been 

distributed to the users. 

In total, 200,000 SLDRs were won by the players.

SLDR is released on Raydium.

Many collaborations with other projects have been 

made.

More than 1,500 active players…

Solderland Mines Game 

Passive Staking

What have we 
accomplished
so far?



Solderland
Mines
Game



Passive
Staking

B E A V E R S

With passive staking, you can earn SLDR without 

playing the game. You get daily SLDR based on the 

values in the table described in the Bunny set. SLDRs 

earned from passive staking remain locked for 15 

days. Withdrawal of SLDRs can only be made in periods 

of 15 days. In addition, users who choose the locked 

staking model in 30-day and 60-day periods will earn 

1 SLDR for each bunny per day for 30 days, and 3 

SLDRs per day for 60 days. SLDRs that remain locked 

in passive staking will be expendable in-game. 

7.5 SLDR + passive income from 

buildings added to the map

W A R R I S O L Z
TBA

R O Y A L D E R S
TBA

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E



NFT
Raffles
You can join in-game raffles by buying tickets with SLDR. 

When the time determined for the Raffle expires, ticket 

sales are closed, and the winner is determined as a 

result of the draw made by the system. Raffle tickets 

will be made at different prices depending on the market 

value of the award. In the new period of the Solderland, 

The Raffle system will be available to all communities 

with SLDR.

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E



Clan Wars

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

Clan Wars are the beginning of the transformation of the 

Solderland map. The war that will take place over the 

buildings established on the lands of the clans on the 

map will turn into city wars in line with the story. In 

clan wars, 1 season will last 1 month. At the end of 1 

month, the Season will be completed, rewards will be 

distributed, and clans will be expected to re-form their 

squads. After the set 1-week preparation period, the new 

season will begin in the Clan Wars.



Boss Wars

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

Bunnies fighting each other in clan wars have to 

unite against their common enemies. Boss Wars 

are missions that require all Bunnies to fight 

together to kill the NPC Bosses that appear on 

the map. SLDR, Solana or surprise rewards can be 

dropped from these missions.



Oracle Bunny 
Mysterious
Messages and
Discover Zones

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

The transformation that will begin under the 

leadership of White Bunny will proceed under the 

guidance of the wise Oracle Bunny. In order to solve 

the mysteries on the map, users must visit Oracle 

Bunny or find the secret messages in the official 

social media posts of the Solderland.



Build Your Own

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

Beavers, who have just arrived on the 

planet Solderland, will teach the Bunnies 

how to build. This way, the Bunnies will 

now stop working in the mines and create 

new buildings that will dig the mines. 

But, what about the sea around the 

Solderland? Maybe there are valuable 

places under the sea. The only way to 

find out is through the Beavers. 

Buildings can only be built by Beavers, 

but Bunnies can work in buildings. 

BEAVERS



By working 24 hours a day, it earns its 

owner SLDR. In order to add this building 

to your land on the map, you must have 

Beavers. These buildings are vulnerable 

to attack. If not protected and hacked by 

other users, it will need to be repaired.

And more than 10 building types are on 

the way…

DOCK

Buildings that Beavers 
can build on the map

S O L D E R L A N D  M I N E S  G A M E

By working 24 hours a day, it earns its owner SLDR. In order to 

add this building to your land on the map, you must have Beavers. 

These buildings are vulnerable to attack. If not protected and 

hacked by other users, it will need to be repaired.DRILLING MACHINE



Protect 
and Earn

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

The Warrisolz race, which will be the 

most prominent race in Clan Wars as well 

as in City Wars, will gain SLDR by 

protecting buildings. Clan buildings and 

personal buildings on the map can be 

protected by Warrisolz. In clan wars, the 

Warrisolz will have a higher SP than 

Bunnies and Beavers.

WARRISOLZ



Rule and 
Earn

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

Royalders will have the power to build 

cities. Members of this race will 

persuade the landowners and clans on the 

map and invite them to their city. 

Royalders will earn in proportion to the 

number of structures and clans in the 

area they rule on the map. With the start 

of the city wars, Royalders have to 

protect their city. 

ROYALDERS



Drop Mines

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

Only 40 and 50 SP Bunnies can enter the Drop mines. These 

Bunnies enter the mystery boxes to drop valuable items. Not 

every Bunny that goes to the quest can get an item. Drop chance 

rates will be kept low as the items are strong enough to affect 

the course of the war. 40 and 50 SP Bunnies can increase their 

chance of getting an item by eating Magic Carrot. 

NFTs and WL spots from other projects as well as digital 

products (Amazon check etc.) can drop from the mystery boxes.

MYSTERY BOXES



Clan War 
items 
that can 
drop from 
the Drop 
Mines

S O L D E R L A N D  

M I N E S  G A M E

This item will make the 
clan treasury 

invulnerable for 
4 days.

This item shows the defensive 
power that was placed to 

protect the treasure in the 
opponent's castles, where it is 

used, for 1 time.

This card provides 10,000 
additional SP power for 

1 time in the war.

This item creates a block 
effect on the opposing 
clan where it is used by 
disabling the clan to 
enter any battles or 
participate in arena 
battles for 4 days

This item doubles the 
total SP power of the 
clan on the battle 
screen where it is 

assigned for 1 time.

This item is placed in the 
clan defense building and does 
not need to be left to the 

defense of another war power. 
No matter how strong the first 
attacked clan is, thanks to 
the trap item, their troops 
are trapped and lose the 
attack automatically.



What is 
gamified 
staking
model?

Solderland is a gamified staking project, which 

is a combination of the NFT Stake feature and 

web-based game systems. After purchasing your 

NFTs, locking them on the system, just like in 

the real world, creates the NFT staking process. 

As Solderland, we gamified this system and found 

the most fun way to stake. You can join the 

Solderland map by staking your NFTs and by 

participating in various missions you can collect 

your stake rewards and enter this privileged 

world.



Solderland
Power
Solderland Power demonstrates the strength of 

characters in quests in the Solderland universe.  

Although Bunnies can have different SPs according 

to their ranking, the SP of the upcoming 3 sets 

namely the Beavers, Warrisolz, Royalders is fixed 

and regardless of their ranking. SP for the 

Beavers, Warrisolz and Royalders will be 

announced at the collection's release date.



Solderland
Mines 
rewards
Users will continue to earn passive income by 

Solderland farming and the ones who choose to play the 

game will earn extra rewards in addition to passive 

income. 

Users can join clan wars, boss fights and story mode. 

Moreover, they can earn extra SLDR and Solana by 

participating in the mines which will be available for 

a short time period. None of these activities will 

affect the passive income, meaning your transactions 

will continue as it is. The mint fund which was 10% 

for the Bunnies set is 30% for the Beavers set. So, 

30% of the sales revenue is directly allocated for 

in-game rewarding. Just like in the Bunnies set, 100% 

of the royalty income will be distributed in-game in 

the Beaver set.



Solderland
Token

Where can SLDR be spent?

SLDR will be actively used on other platforms in the 

coming months. We are currently in talks with 2 teams 

that are in the project development phase. Projects 

are under development so that SLDR can be spent on 

other platforms.

LP reinforcement will be done after the sale of the 

Beavers set.

Clan Lands

Individual Lands

Clan Buildings

Individual Buildings

Marketplace In-Game Items

Merch Store

NFT Raffle Tickets

Transformation Warrisolz 

Royalders Mint Fee



Road 
Map
April

Token Launch

Solderland Mines v2

Clan Wars with the Demo Season

NFT raffles with SLDR

May
V2 Update Release

Passive Staking

End of the Demo season of the Clan Wars

Distribution of the rewards of the Demo Season

Beavers Mint (WL and Price TBA)

Integration of Beavers

V2.1 of the Game

Season 2 of the Clan Wars

Sales of the individual buildings

Sales of the lands

Integration of the SLDR to other projects

Start of the story mode

June
Wars between individual buildings

Protection service for individual buildings

July
Bunny Mutant transformation (WL and Price TBA)

Release of the Urbanization Update

Beginning of the City Wars

August
Royalders Mint (Price: SLDR TBA)



Bolzaro
Co- Founder / Community

Gegens
Co- Founder / Marketing

Dagg
Co- Founder / Marketing

Puffy
Co – Founder / Community

Freyja
Co-Founder / Art Director

fUNKY
Co- Founder / Art Director

Yuzzy
Developer

Babu
Blockchain Developer

Natuk
Moderator

Corci
Moderator

Icy
Moderator

Ludwig
Developer / Moderator

St1ch
Co- Founder / Rust Developer

Our Team



THANK YOU
www.solderland.com


